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A new atomic structure of the PorB porin in Neisseria meningitidis, the causative
agent of meningitis, has recently been resolved. The aim of the project was to sim-
ulate the porin’s ionic selectivity and conductance using various Molecular Dynamics
approaches including: electrophysiology to measure the ionic flux through the channel
by maintaining a transmembrane electric potential, due to an ionic imbalance; as well as
equilibrium simulations to determine the potential-of-mean-force (PMF) landscapes for
ceasium cations and evaluate suggested locations of binding sites.
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1 Motivation

Figure 1: A photomicrograph of Neisseria
meningitidis.

The Neisseria meningitidis (Figure 1) bac-
terial species is the pathogenic agent of
Meningococcal meningitidis [1]. Although
in general susceptible to currently avail-
able antibiotics, strains resistant to anibio-
therapy have been recurrently reported
[2, 3, 4, 5]. Since the dawn of the an-
tibiotic era, bacteria have ever more suc-
cesfully evolved to develop multi-drug re-
sistance strategies [6]. Epidemiologists are
alarming that new antimicrobal agents ca-
pable of challenging multi-drug resistant
strains will be in demand very soon [7, 8].

Since antibiotic molecules must enter
into bacterial cells to become effective, a
common example of acquired resistance is
known to be achieved by means of a mu-
tation in the PorB porin, a translocation
pathway through the Neisserial outer membrane [9]. A subtle modification of the chan-
nel’s structure results in a change of the inner electrostatic field that prevents �-Lactam
antibiotic molecules (which usually have charged residues [10]) from entering. Addition-
ally, to repel antibiotics, Gram-negative bacteria are known to employ drug-efflux pumps
[11, 12]. A mechanistic study of the ionic selectivity1 and conductance2 of PorB can al-
low to gain a better understanding of the physical proporties of the channel and provide
guidance for designing drugs of a structure tuned to enable their passage into Neisserial
cells.

2 Background Theory

All matter in the Universe (including living organisms) is comprised of only very few
basic particles: the electrons, the protons and the neutrons. These combined into atoms
form significantly more complex systems, thanks to the laws of physics governing their
interactions. Interatomic interactions allow the formation of everything we see on Earth.
Nevertheless, the vastness of structures found in living organisms is almost beyond com-
prehension.

Most of all living matter is formed of macromolecules belonging to one of the four main
classes: the proteins, the lipids, the carbohydrates and the nucleic acids. These classes
arose naturally from considering the chemical structures of the different macromolecules,
but the implication is that each class of molecules is specific to different functions in living
organisms. Carbohydrates are utilised to store energy, or to form rigid structures such as

1Ionic selectivity is the translocation efficiency of a channel for a specific ion (usually compared to a
different ion) [9].

2Ionic conductunce is the ionic flux through a porin under a potential gradient [9].
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cell walls. Nucleic acids are essential for storing information containg instructions that
allow cells to replicate. Lipids make up membranes that protect cells from the outside
environment and subdivide them into compartments. And proteins form complicated
structures inside cells, that are specific to some role and also are responsible for catalyzing
chemical reactions [13].

Even though they consist of many constituent parts, each of which is a complex
molecular structure, biological cells are regarded as the basic unit of life. The main
difference between an arbitrary collection of atoms and and a biological cell is the fact
that the latter can process information, which enables it to grow, reproduce and react
to stimuli3. Although scientists have not yet reached a consensus, these attributes are
generally considered as the definition of life [14, 15, 16, 17].

Despite the fact that biological cells are diverse in their function, form and habitat,
common structural features can be identified. In general, cells are divided into two main
groups: the prokaryotes and the eukaryotes (Figure 2). Prokaryotic cells are the less
sophisticated type, comprising only of a single, membrane-bound compartment, lacking
an additional enclosed nucleus or other membrane-bound organelles4. Eukaryotes, on
the other hand, always possess an isolated, internal nucleus. The common features for
both prokaryotes and eukaryotes are that: they contain the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
which stores genetic information (it is enclosed in the nucleoid of prokaryotes and in the
nucleus of eukaryotes); a plasma phospholipid bilayer membrane which isolates the cell
from its surroudings; outer membrane proteins (OMP) that act as translocation pathways
in and out of the cell; the cytoplasm, a gel-like material that encompasses the contents
of the cell and holds all the organelles, except for the nucleus (which is seperated from
it by another membrane); ribosomes, the organelles responsible for protein synthesis.
Eukaryotic cells make up all the animals, plants and fungi (also in the unicellular form).
The two representative taxa of prokaryotes are bacteria and archaea5 .

Figure 2: The basic characterisitics of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells.
3Cells react to stimuli such as a change of temperature, pH or nutrient amounts.
4Organelles are internal cell structures specific to some function [18]
5Archaea were previously referred to as archaebacteria [19]
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Bacteria are the most common unicellular prokaryotic organisms. In fact, their abun-
dance has been estimated. On average, there are 40-50 million bacterial cells in each gram
of soil and in total there are about 5 · 1030 bacterial organisms on Earth, exceeding the
combined biomass of animals and plants [20, 21]. They are essential to Earth’s ecology
and many strains are utilised in the industry. For example to produce yoghurts, cheese or
wine, but also to bioremediate toxic waste or oil spills [22, 23]. Some strains however, are
pathogenic and often not possible to eradicate by the natural immune system. Bacteria
are classified into three groups based on the structure of their cell walls: Gram-positive,
Gram-negative6 and Acid-fast.

Figure 3: The cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria [25].

Neisseria meningitidis is a Gram-negative [26] species of the Neisseria genus respon-
sible for bacterial meningitis and septicemia [27]. Figure 3 shows the structure of the
cell wall in Gram-negative bacteria. As mentioned earlier, antbiotic molecules must enter
inside bacterial cells in order to take action. This means that they have to overcome the
barrier imposed by the cell’s outer membrane.

6The Gram staining method is a lab technique used to determine the Gram-type of a bacteria based
on the colour of the absorbed dye. Gram-positive bacteria have a thick layer of peptidoglycan and stain
purple, whereas Gram-negative bacteria hava a thin layer of peptidoglycan and stain pink [24].
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Figure 4: An outer membrane bilayer made
of phospholipid molecules with hydrophobic
tails and hydrophilic heads [28].

The outer membrane is made up of
phospholipid molecules that have two hy-
drophobic7 fatty tails and a polar, hy-
drophilic, phosphate head. When exposed
to water, the molecules naturally align into
a bilayer (figure 4), so that the hydropho-
bic lipid tails are not in contact with the
water molecules. This is known as the
“hydrophobic effect” and it is the general
habit of nonpolar molecules to aggregate
into clusters when exposed to water, as to
minimise the contact area [29]. Although
it is possible for single water molecules to
pass through the outer membrane, ions,
which are similar in size, have a proba-
bility of passing nine orders of magnitude
smaller. This is beacause water is attracted to ions due to their electric charge. Thus, to
pass through, ions would have to first overcome the attration of the neighbouring water
molecules [30].

In order to live and function correctly, the cell needs to exchange material (nutrients,
waste, ions) accross its membrane. The duty of translocating ions and all other hy-
drophilic molecules (including sugars or antibiotics) through the outer membrane lies on
Outer Membrane Proteins (OMPs), collectively called porins. Porins are macromolecules
of the protein class usually made up of three symmetrically aligned, 16-stranded �-barrel8
monomers forming a trimer. The inside of porins is highly saturated with hydrogen bonds,
making it hydrophilic and causing the channels to fill with water. Porins are embedded in
the outer membrane and depending on their structure can favour transport of a specific
molecule or ion type [33]. Porins are also the principal pathways of entry for antibiotics.
The pioneering work on translocation of antibiotic molecules through bacterial OMPs was
performed be Nestorovich et al. in 2002. The study suggested that antibiotics are chan-
nel specific and explained how the charge distribution inside the OmpF porins leads to
high permeability rates for ampicilin molecues [34]. Ever since, it had been realized that
detailed atomistic descriptions of bacterial OMPs will allow to design drugs consciously,
tuning them to match the channel’s electrostatic characteristics [35, 36].

In order to study porin’s properties through simulation, a detailed atomic structure
must be obtained. Most commonly, this is achieved by utilizing the technique of X-ray
diffraction. The structure of interest is first placed in a solution and left to crystallize
through vapour diffusion. Then, in order to reduce atomic vibrations, the crystal is
cooled, typically to 77K (using liquid nitrogen). X-rays are fired at the crystal and the
collected diffraction patterns allow to determine the atomic structure [37]. Resolutions
of about one Angstrom are considered to yield flawless structures. Resolutions below 3

7hydrophobic: repels water; hydrophilic: interacts with water.
8�-barrels are twisted �-sheets that form a barrel-shaped loop. They are composed of multiple

�-strands connected laterally by backbone hydogen bonds. �-strands are chains of 3-10 amino acids
(molecules that are the building blocks of proteins, containng an amine group, carboxilic acid group and
a side chain [31, 32].
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Angstroms are considered as very good, but it must be noted that some errors may occur
[38].

PorB is the second most prevalent Outer Membrane Protein in Neisseria meningi-
tidis. The channel is of particular importance, because during a Neisserial infection it
inserts into the inner mitochondrial membrane of the host cells and disrupts the mem-
brane potential by providing a free transmembrane pathway for ions, leading to the host
cell’s death [39]. Initially it had been described as a voltage-gated nonselective channel
[40]. Later, an atomic structure resolved at 2.3 Angstroms by Tanebe et al. revealed an
unusual electrostatic surface potential. On the extracellular side the funnel is strongly
electronegative, while on the periplasmic side the funnel is strongly electropositive. A
thorough analysis of the structure led to a characterization of the channel as anion se-
lective, but also allowed to identify putative cation binding sites [41]. This was soon
confirmed in molecular dynamics simulations by Kutzner et al. [42].

Recently a new atomic structure of PorB has been resolved at 2.1 Angstroms by
Tanebe et al. (figure5). Two caesium binding sites have been suggested. Caesium is
a rare atom in nature [43] and no biological function has been identified. Nevertheless,
research shows that due to its chemical similarity with the biologically significant potas-
sium cations, caesium cations can be uptaken through potassium translocation pathways
and replace potassium in growth or enzyme activation [44].

Figure 5: A: A cartoon representation of the new atomic structure of the PorB monomer
reselvoed at 2.1 Angstroms (viewed from the membrane normal). The purple spheres
represent caesium atoms in their putative binding sites. B: The trimer viewed from the
extracellular side. The images were generated using pymol.

3 Aims

The aim of this project is to simulate the electrophysiological properties of the new atomic
structure and evaluate the plausibility of the identified caesium binding sites.
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In particular, the ion selectivity and conductance will be studied. Recent equilibrium
simulations of the voltage-depandant anion channel (VDAC), by Krammer et al. found
that the selectivity for anions is concentration dependant. At salt concentrations of 0.2M
the channel exhibited a moderate selectivity for Cl

� over K

+ (selectivity of 3.5), but as
the ion concentration was increased to 0.8M , the selectivity was nearly lost (selectivity
of 1.4)[45]. Since PorB is similar in structure to VDAC, the same property should be
expected and deserves an investigation. The previous study of PorB ion selectivity using
Na

+
Cl

� salts and polarized membranes by Kutzner et al. [42] also showed that at higher
salt concentrations the selectivity decreased (from 3.0(6) to about 2.5(2)), but in this
case the difference was marginal.

The difference in the ion selectivities previously obtained for VDAC and PorB can re-
sult from the dissimilarities in physical properties of K+ as opposed to Na

+, the different
simulation setup or a deeper, structural distinction between PorB and VDAC. Although
K

+ and Na

+ are very similar similar in size (their ionic radii are 1.33 and 0.95 Angstroms
respectively), their abundance in cells and biological roles vary significantly [46]. Na

+

is present at high concentrations outside biological cells (150 mM), while on the inside
the concentractions are found to be much lower (10 mM). The converse is true for K

+;
intracellular concentrations are estimated at 159 mM, but outside of cells they are only
about 4 mM [47]. Biologically, K+ and Na

+ are essential to various enzymes functioning,
with most enzymes selecting precisely one ion over the other. Physically the difference
between the ions lies in the surface charge denstity (which is much lower for K+). Due to
the high surface charge density, Na

+ interacts very strongly with water (makes multiple
broken hydrogen bonds) and thus has a preference for high density aquous environments
(which exist outside cells). K

+ on the other hand, interacts with water much less (the
interaction is weaker than that of water molecules between one another) and as a result
has a preference for low density water (intracellular) [48]. This also makes the K

+ ions
more mobile.

Obtaining the ion selectivity and conductance of the new structure using both Na

+
Cl

�

as well as K+
Cl

� at lower (0.2M) and higher (1M) concentrations will allow to to com-
pare the new atomic structure with the prevoius results and decide if common electro-
physiological features of PorB, VDAC and possibly other wide porins can be identified.

4 Methods

The development of ever more powerful computers currently allows to simulate fairly
complex biological systems in atomistic detail. The computational approach allows to
determine which factors are responsible for the system’s specific behaviour and often allow
to study phenonmena inaccessible to experimental methods. In order for this to be pos-
sible, the system has to be implemented with greatest possible detail. The macroscopic
properties derieved from lab experiments are not obtained through direct observation, but
are averages over whole ensambles of molecules. Therefore, the virtual system also needs
to consist of a representative ensamble of the corresponding real ingredients. Moreover,
realistic thermodynamic conditions (pressure, temperature) need to be imposed. Molec-
ular dynamics is the simulation of molecules by implementing a system with each atom
treated individually and determining the atomic trajectories based on the interatomic
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interactions. Simulating the system for considerable amounts of time allows to gather
statistics, exactly like in a real lab experiment.

The fundamental equation of any molecular dynamics simulation is Newton’s second
law of motion,

~

F

i

= m · ~̈r
i

(1)

which states that the acceleration of an object due to a force acting upon it is inversly
proportional to its mass. Starting form an initial configuration, the force on each atom
due to the other atoms in the system is calculated by evaluating the negative derivative of
the potential at the atom positions [49]. This gives a second order, ordinary differential
equation to solve numerically. Time is discretized into infinitesimal chunks and and
during each time step, each atom’s position and velocity is updated to a new value.
The coordinates of the old values are stored in trajectory files that are later used to
perform statistical analyses to obtain meaningful information about the system. It is
worth pointing out, that in order to reduce the error in the calculations, introduced due
to discretized time, most integration schemes update positions and velocities seperately
at alternating time steps. This is referred to as leapfrog integration i.e. positions are
determined at integer time points and velocities are determined at half-integer time points
(visualized in figure 6):
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Figure 6: A visual representation of the leapfrog algoritm. The positions (x) and velocities
(v) are determined at alternating time points [50].
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Figure 7: A flowchart of a basic molecular
dynamics simulation [51].

Essentially, a basic molecular dynamics
simulation is simply a continuous repeti-
tion of the above procedure. A full simu-
lation can be represented with a flowchart
(figure 7).

The time required for an all-atom sim-
ulation is still the main problem faced by
scientits. The typical time-scale of an
atomic vibration is on the order of 10�15

s

(femto-seconds) . To simulate the atomic
motions accurately, the simulation time
step cannot be greater. Figure 8 shows
the typical time scales of biological pro-
cesses. Considering that a typical sim-
ulation setup consists of about 10, 000 �
100, 000 atoms, with today’s supercomput-
ers the longest realistic timescales achiev-
able through simulation are on the order of
microseconds [51]. As computer power in-
creases, more complicated simulations will
be possible to perform, but the key thing
to note about molecular dynamics is that
they are very expensive computationally
(and hence money-wise) and although scientists crave the most exact implementation
of the physical phenomena, compromise must be struck between accuracy and efficiency.

Figure 8: Typical time scales of biological processes [51].

In order to perform a simulation that succesfully mimics the behaviour of a real
system, the force on each particle needs to be determined with great accuracy. This is
the most challenging task, because the interatomic interactions are very sophisticated.
If one aims at obtaining the full information about the interaction between two or more
atoms, the electron motions (also including excited states) need to be considered. This
is very costly computationally and could not be carried out for larger systems. Instead,
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 9 is used, which allows to only take into account
the nuclear positions. This approximation leads to a Born-Oppenheimer potential energy

9The Born-Oppenheimer approximation allows to efficiently compute the energy of a molecule by
braking down its wavefunction into the electron and nuclear components. First, the kinetic energy of the
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surface (a fuction of position) that is possible to compute for more complex systems.
Nevertheless, it is still very expensive computationally and can be successfully replaced
with empiracally derived force fields [53]. A force field is the potential energy function of a
system that is obtained by summing all the bonded and nonbonded inter and intra-atomic
interactions. The nonbonded interactions usually include: the Coulombic (electrostatic)
potential as well as the Lennard Jones (short range Pauli repulsion combined with long
range Van der Walls attraction) potential. In most cases, to reduce the computational
cost, these interactions have a finite cutoff radius. It is also worth pointing out that the
force fields usually take into account pair-additive interactions only, and the non pair-
additive interactions (such as atomic polarizability) are represented by averaged effective
pair potentials. The bonded interactions are: covalent bond-stretching, angle-bending,
and torsion angles (bond rotation). The interactions that constitute a basic field are
depicted in figure 9. To this day, many different force fields have been developed and
usually each is favoured for simulating systems with specific properties. Depending on the
particular force field used, different implemenations of the above interactions are utlized.
The parameters of interactions however, are not constrained and can be updated when
more accurate values are found. The final comment on force fields is that although they
do not rigorously implement all physical subtelities, they have proved to be reliable and
yield results consistent with experiments.

Figure 9: Inter and intra-atomic interactions that constitute a force field [54].

In this project, to simulate the protein and ionic trajectories, the Amber99SB (As-
sisted Model Building with Energy Refinement) force field has been used. Originally it

nucleus is neglected and the ground state Hamiltonian of the electrons is computed with fixed nucleus
parameters. Then the kinetic energy of the nucleus is added to the Schrodinger equation. It is a good
approximation because the nucleon-electron mass ratio is very high and thus, the nucleon has much
lower velocities than the electrons. From this it can be deduced that, on the typical time-scale of nuclear
motion, the electrons almost instantly relax into their ground state configuration [52].
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had been developed by Peter Kollman et al. [55]. The functional form of the field is:
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The first term (summing over bonds) represents the potential energy between cova-
lently bonded atoms. This is the harmonic potential which is most accurate when atoms
are near equilibrium bond lengths. The second term (summing over angles) is the poten-
tial from the geometry of electron orbitals that contribute to the covalent bonding. The
third term (summing over torsions) is the energy of twisting a bond due to bond order
and neighboring bonds or lone pairs of electrons. The forth term includes the well known
Van der Waals and Coulombic nonbonded interactions.

The simulations were carried out using the GROMACS 4.5.4 (Groningen Machine for
Chemical Simulations) molecular dynamics package on high performance parallel com-
puters.

The system was set up using a bilayer outer membrane made out of 367 dimyristoyl-
phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) molecules. It is not the actual outer membrane of Neisseria
meningitidis, but has previously proved to correctly resemble general properties of bac-
terial outer membranes [56]. The simulation parameters for the DMPC molecules were
obtained from Berger et al. [57].

The membrane has to reside in a water solution that represents the extracellular and
periplasmic space. Water models have been developed since 1933 and to this day nei-
ther succeeded in reproducing all of water’s properties [58]. In molecular dynamics an
important feature seeked for is simplicity of the model, so that it does not significantly in-
crease the computational effort. In this project system was hydrated using about 27, 000
SPC/E water molecules [59]. SPC water is a three-site, rigid model of tetrahedral geome-
try (HOH angle) with a point charge assigned to each atom and additionally the Lennard
Jones parameters for the Oxygen atom. SPC/E additionally includes the correction for
average polarization which results in more accurate density and diffusion parameters.

Water-bond lengths and bond angles were simulated using the SETTLE algorithm,
which resets positions and velocities to satisfy holonomic10 constraints imposed on rigid
water [60]. The remaining bonds were constrained using LINCS, which is a very efficient
algorithm, most accurate for molecules with low connectivity (most atoms having fewer
than four bonds) [61, 62]. Throughout all simulations, periodic boundary conditions are
imposed. They allow to simulate a relatively small system behaving almost exactly like
a real larger system. Apart from that, the system is free from unphysical discontinuities.

The next step was energy minimizing the solvated membrane system. If the molecules
in the system are far from their equilibrium positions (e.g. too close together) the forces
acting on them might get enormous and the computer’s precision (floating point) will
not be sufficient to cope with a molecular dynamics simulation. Therefore, the usual
procedure after creating a new system is energy minimization. In short, it is the romoval

10holonomic: dependent only on position and time, not on velocity.
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of kinetic energy from the system by finding the nearest (local) minimum in the system’s
potential energy hypersurface11 [50].

The newly resolved atomic structure of the PorB monomer was supplied by Tanebe et
al. (not published in the Protein Data Bank as of now). At first, water and ion molecules
were removed from it to obtain a plain protein. Virtual sites were added for the Hydrogen
atoms using the GROMACS tool “pdb2gmx”. They are additional dummy atoms that
restrict fast improper dihedral fluctuations. This allows to increase the timestep in the
simulations by a factor of two (to 4 fs). The new monomer was then fit three times onto
each monomer forming the trimer of the older atomic structure (Protein Data Bank code
3A2R) using the least squares fit tool “g_confrms” included in the GROMACS package.
The protein then had to be inserted into the DMPC membrane. “g_membed” is a tool
developed by Wolf et al. that enables to get this done efficiently. The required input is an
equilibrated membrane and the protein in the right orientation. The tool first decreases
the width of the protein and takes out from the membrane all the molecules that clash
with the compressed protein. Then, the original size of the protein is recovered by means
of a molecular dynamics simulation, which gradually increases the protein size, pushing
the lipids away. When the protein has grown back to its original size, the membrane
is only slightly perturbed and a short equilibration run (about 1ns) is sufficient for re-
equillibration [63].

The last step in preparing a system for simulations of ionic properties is adding to
the system the correct number of ions. This is can be automatically performed using
the GROMACS “genion” tool and specifing the desired ion types and concentrations.
After this is performed, the system is again energy minimized and the final simulation
preparation procedure can be run, namely the position-restraint equilibration.

Energy minimization only takes care of the system geometry and solvent orientation.
The purpuse of the position-restraint equilibration is to optimize the solvent with the
protein (and membrane) and arrive at the desired thermodynamic parameters. Temper-
ature is brought up to 320K to ensure that the membrane does not enter the gel phase.
Throughout the simulations, the temperature was kept constant by weakly (t = 0.1 ps)
coupling the membrane, protein, and solvent separately to a temperature bath of 320
K using the velocity rescaling thermostat of Bussi et al. [64]. The pressure was kept
constant at 1 bar by semi-isotropic Berendsen coupling [65]. Electrostatic interactions
were calculated with the smooth particle mesh Ewald method [66, 67] using a short-range
Coulomb cutoff of 1.0 nm and a reciprocal grid with 90 90 160 points, corresponding to
a spacing of <0.132 nm. Lennard-Jones interactions were cut off at 1.0 nm.

The position-restraint systems at 0.2M and 1M ionic concentrations apperaed to have
generated ionic crystals in the solution. The effect was most clearly visible using mainly
Cs

+
Cl

� salts, but also the Na

+
Cl

� and K

+
Cl

� systems showed the same tendency. At
these concentrations neither of the salts is known to crystallize and the force field ion
parameters had been identified as the plausible cause. Because Cs

+ is a biologically rare
and insignificant ion, its force field parameters had not been updated since the force field
was first published in 1995 [55]. The same problem (crystallization of ionic solutions) was
encountered by Joung and Cheatham, who determined more accurate ion parameters for
use in molecular dynamics simulations [68]. The obtained parameters were converted

11A hypersurface is a multi-dimensional surface.
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for the GROMACS port of the amber99sb force field by David Köpfer according to Eric
Sorin’s protocol. The position-restraint equilibrations with the updated parameters did
not reveal a tendency for crystallization.

Simulation of ionic properties of porins can be carried out using various approaches.
In the past, Brownian dynamics were the most commonly utilized approach, that could be
applied on experimentally relevant timescales. This technique is very efficient at the cost
of neglecting specific molecular interactions, porin structure details, and macromolecular
dynamics [69]. Today’s computer power allows a more rigorious approch, namely all-atom
molecular dynamics simulations.

The simulation of systems in equilibrium allows to reconstruct potential-of-mean-force
(PMF) landscapes for the desired ion types. PMF landscapes enable to identify binding
sites and infer transfer rates as well as ionic selectivities. This method is widely used at
present [70, 45, 42]. A landscape is generated by binning the system along the axis of
the translocation pathway (z) and determining the density of specific ion (i) occurances
within each bin, based on the full atomic trajectory. The PMF is calculated by taking
the logarithm of the ionic density n

i

(z) in each bin according to:

G

i

(z) = �k

b

T · ln(n
i

(z)) (5)

where k

b

is Boltzmann’s constant. This method was used to obtain a PMF landscape
of the 1M Cs

+
Cl

� system (which corresponds to 820 Cs

+ and 850 Cl

� ions in a neutral
system), simulated for about 100 ns. Bin width was set to 2 Angstroms. The PMF value
of the bulk z system boundary was set to G = 0 [71, 72]. Errors were estimated by
treating each monomer seperately and calculating the standard deviation from the mean
within each bin of each monomer.

Figure 10: The ion swap simulation setup
[42].

Most recetly, nonequilibrium methods,
that apply an external electric field accross
the membrane to force an ion flux through
the channel, have gained popularity[73, 74,
75, 76]. The main advantage of these
methods is that the electrophysiological
properties of the pore can be probed for
the cases of a positive and a negative elec-
tric field (changing the direction of travel
of ions through the channel). However, an
external electric field in the system is some-
what artificial. In a biological cell, the lo-
cal transmembrane electric potential arises
due to small ionic imbalances accross the
membrane [73, 77]. Kutzner et al. have
implemented a realistic simulation method
into GROMACS that involves setting up a
double system with two membranes seper-
ated by two water compartments (↵ and
�), connected by means of periodic bound-
ary conditions (figure 10). The positive
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and negative transmembrane potentials are enforced simultaneously by maintaing a con-
stant ionic imbalance between the two water compartments.

The simulation protocol counts ion transter events through each channel. Once an
ion has travelled through a channel, an ion of the same type in that compartment is
swapped with a water molecule from the opposite compartment, as to maintain the
potential gradient accross the membrane. The swap is performed such that the new ionic
position is the original center of mass of the water molecule, while the water molecule’s
center is the former ion position. The swapped particle velocities are set to zero. In
order to minimize the system perturbation due to the swap, the particles for swapping
are chosen as to maximize the distances to the compartment boundaries (particles are
chosen from the middles of the water compartments). It should be noted, that an ion
transition through a channel is treated as complete only after the ionic number in a given
compartment averaged over 10 (user set) swap attempts gives an incremented value. To
incease the simulation efficiency, a swap is attempted every 100 time steps. To maintain
roughly constant compartment volumes, the swap groups are constrained to their initial
positions with harmonic potentials.

The ion swap simulations were set up in four configurations: for Na

+
Cl

� as well as
K

+
Cl

� salts, at lower (0.2M) and higher (1M) molarities. The 0.2 molarity corresponds
to 336 cations and 396 anions in the double system. The 1M systems contained 1640
cations and 1700 anions. The ionic imbalance of �q =

P
(q

↵

� q

�

) = +8e was chosen
based on a rough calculation (comparing the system to an electric condensator), as to
obtain a potential gradient of about 200mV . It should be noted that the systems were set
up as depicted in figure 10, with the extracellular sides of channels pointing upwards along
z, to that the top membrane was negatively polarized, whereas the bottom membrane
was positively polarized. The 0.2M systems were symulated for about 80 ns, the 1M
Na

+
Cl

� system for 105 ns and the 1M K

+
Cl

� system for about 120 ns.
Conductances were obtained from C = I/�U , where I is the electric current (ion flux)

through the channel and �U is the potential difference accross the membrane. The anion
and cation flux through channels as a function of time was collected seperately for the
positively and negatively polarized membranes. The first 20 ns of the simulations were
neglected as to allow an equilibration of the system after enforcing the ionic imbalance.
Then the simulations were cut into 20 ns slices (starting from t = 20 ns, with a 10 ns

overlap) to account for the fluctuations of the system and get an idea of the spread of
data. Avereage potential differences and ionic currents through channels were determined
for each slice. This allowed to determine the ionic conductances for each channel with
the error taken as the standard error of mean. The ion selectivities were taken from the
Cl

�
/Na

+ conductance ratios, also seperately for the positive and negative polarization
of the membrane.
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5 Results and Discussion

For consistency, throughout this section, the the chloride anions are labelled red, caesium
is purple, sodium is blue and potassium is green.
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Figure 11: 0.2M swap simulation results. The upper graphs show the spread of data
obtained by cutting the trajectories into 20 ns slices. The lower graphs show the absolute
flux of ions through the channels. Solid lines represent the flux through the positively
polarized membrane, dashed lines represent the flux through the negatively polarized
membrane. Note that the scales in the graphs vary.

Figure 11 shows the results of the 0.2M swap simulation for K

+
Cl

� and Na

+
Cl

�

salts. The first observation that can be made is that the potassium system generated a
larger flux for both directions of polarization of the membrane. It is worth noting that
the anion transport rate apperas to depend on the counterpart positive cation in the
system (the anion flux in the potassium system was noticeably higher that in the sodium
system). Apart from that, all types of ions passed at much higher rates through the posi-
tively polarized membrane. The conductance values obtained for the positively polarized
membranes with K

+
Cl

� and Na

+
Cl

� were C+
K

= 1.9(2) nS and C

+
Na

= 1.2(1) nS respec-
tively. For the negatively polarized membrane, the conductance values were C�

K

= 0.52(8)
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nS and C

�
Na

= 0.29(5) nS. The anion selectivities for the positively polarized membrane
were found to be 1.2(2) for the K

+
Cl

� system and 1.5(2) for the Na

+
Cl

� system. For
the negatively polarized membrane in the K

+
Cl

� system, the anion selectivity obtained
was 1.7(3), but in the case of the Na

+
Cl

� salt, the data yielded a selectivity of 55(3).
It can be immediately noticed that in the case of the negatively polarized membrane
in the Na

+
Cl

� system, the anion selectivity value obtained is somewhat artificial. The
sodium flux through the channel is nearly zero and both the data obtained from the 20 ns

slicing of the trajectory, as well as the graph of ion flux against time show that at many
time instances the sodium cations travelled through the negatively polarized membrane
against the potential gradient. This indicates that in order to obtain reliable results at
these concentrations, the simulations would need to be run for much longer time lengths.

Kutzner et al. [42] have tested their swap protocol with the previously resolved
PorB structure [41], with Na

+
Cl

� salts. The previously obtained average conductance
of Caverage

Na

= 0.8(1) nS (averaged over both directions of polarization of the membrane)
with an 0.2M concentration agrees within the standard error with the value obtained now
(Caverage

Na

= 0.7(1) nS). It is also close to the experimentally obtained value of roughly
1.0 nS. It’s pointless to compare the average anion selectivity because of the very large
value obtained in the case of the negatively polarized membrane.

The equilibrium study of VDAC, which similarly to ProB, is a wide, anion selective
porin, generated very high selectivities at 7.0 and 13.1 (in two setups) for Cl

� against
K

+ at 0.1M salt concentrations. The results obtained in this simulation were lower
roughly by a factor of 7. It is hard to speculate what caused this difference. It could be
either the new ion parameters used for this project; a 100% difference between the salt
concentrations in the simulations, the fact that this simulation was performed under the
influence of a potential gradient and VDAC was simulated in equilibrium conditions; and
finally PorB and VDAC are simply different atomic structures.
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An analysis of the system’s evolution with time allowed to identify a potential reason of
the high anion selectivities obtained. During the simulation, due to its hydrophilic heads,
the membrane attracts the cations (and water molecules from the bulk) and demobilises
them, hence reducing the cation concentration in the freely diffusing bulk. This can
be regarded as an important factor contributing to the high anion selectivity values in
any low concentration system with a relatively small solution compartment. Figure 12
shows the total number of ions in the system, demobilised by the membrane (identified by
finding the number of ions with contacts < 3 Angstroms with the membrane). As could
have been expected from the ionic properties of Na

+ (interacts strongly with water) and
K

+ (interacts weakly with water), roughly 30% more Na

+ cations get demobilised by
the membrane. This can be identified as a reason for higher conductance values of the
potassium system. The effective cation concentrations in the bulk have been estimated
to 0.12M for K

+ and 0.09M for Na

+.
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Figure 12: Number of cation contacts < 3 Angstroms with membrane for 0.2M systems.
The vertical, light-green line indicates the point from which data was used for analysis.

This however, doesn’t explain the reason for the very high selectivity obtained for the
Na

+
Cl

� system with a negatively polarized membrane. The ionic density distribution
together with a visual representation of the system (figure 13) allows to gain insight on
this issue. The graph on the left represents the number densities of each ion as a function
of position along the z-axis (averaged over time). The image on the right represents a
snapshot frame of the 0.2M Na

+
Cl

� system taken at time s 60 ns. The ionic number
density distribution graph verifies the estimated effective ion concentrations in the bulk.
The visualization of the system confirms the distribution of cations on the surface of the
membrane. Moreover, directly next to the cation surface on the membrane, the bulk
is dominated by freely diffusing anions, which are closest to the pore entry. Since the
compartment with the positive net ionic imbalance (previously denoted as ↵) is in the
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middle of the image and the negatively polarized membrane is the one on the top of the
image, it can be noticed that the cations showing the smallest translocation rates are
the ones, that are supposed to travel from the middle compartment uprawds along z.
A closer look at the protein orientation in the membrane allows to observe, that on the
extracellular side (top of membranes), the porin structure noticeably sticks out above the
lipid layer, therefore reaching further into the solution bulk. On the periplasmic side, the
protein bottom is in line with the lipid layer reaching less into the bulk. Therefore it can
be deduced, that the orientation of the protein in the membrane is the reason for lower
translocation rates (especially of cations) from the periplasmic side, outside of the cell.

Figure 13: Left: Ion number density graph along the z-axis for the 0.2M systems. Right:
A visual representation of the 0.2M Na

+
Cl

� system (a snapshot frame taken at time s
60ns

Figure 14 shows the results of the 1M swap simulations. This time, the spread of
data is much lower and results obtained can be considered as reliable. Similarly as in
the 0.2M simulations, the potassium system generated a larger flux for both directions of
polarization of the membrane. At 1M concentrations, the anion transport rate no longer
depends on the counterpart positive cation in the system (for both salts, the anion flux
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was similar). Ions passed at higher rates through the positively polarized membrane, but
the difference (between the positively and negatively polarized membranes) in conduction
is small. The anion selectivity of the Na

+
Cl

� system is again very large and confirms to
some extent the validity of the 0.2M simulations. The conductance values obtained for
the positively polarized membranes with K

+
Cl

� and Na

+
Cl

� were C

+
K

= 3.6(2) nS and
C

+
Na

= 3.0(2) nS respectively. For the negatively polarized membrane, the conductance
values were C

�
K

= 2.9(2) nS and C

�
Na

= 2.7(2) nS. The anion selectivities for the
positively polarized membrane were found to be 2.3(1) for the K

+
Cl

� system and 8.0(2)
for the Na

+
Cl

� system. For the negatively polarized membrane in the K

+
Cl

� system,
the anion selectivity obtained was 5.1(3), and in the Na

+
Cl

� system 22(5).
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Figure 14: 1M swap simulation results. The upper graphs show the spread of data
obtained by cutting the trajectories into 20 ns slices. The lower graphs show the absolute
flux of ions through the channels. Solid lines represent the flux through the positively
polarized membrane, dashed lines represent the flux through the negatively polarized
membrane. Note that the scales in the graphs vary.

Comparing the 1M Na

+
Cl

� with the previous simulations carried out by Kutzner
et al. [42], the conductances obtained at present are significantly higher before (C+

Na

=
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2.5(1) nS and C

�
Na

= 2.0(1) nS). The anion selectivites are higher by a factor of 8
for the negative polarization and a factor of 3 for the positive polarization (previous
results were 2.3(1) for positive polarizations, 2.7(2) for negative polarizations). This
does not imply that the new atomic structure differs greatly from the old one. The
main reason for this effect may be the updated Lennard-Jones ion parameters used. The
obtained result is reasonable, becase sodium which interacts very strongly with water
should be expected to be less mobile. A further study aiming at finding the mobility in
water, of sodium, compared to potassium (with the nre force field parameters), would be
worth conducting. The increase in anion selectivity at higher concentrations is a result
opposite to what had been found in the study of VDAC. As mentioned earlier, due to the
numerous dissimilarities in the study, it is not possible to identify the factor that causes
the difference.
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Figure 15: Number of cation contacts < 3 Angstroms with membrane for 1M systems.
The vertical, light-green line indicates the point from which data was used for analysis.

At 1M concentrations, the number of cations demobilised by the membrane is in-
creased (roughly by a factor of 2 compared with the 0.2M concentrations) 15. It should
be noted that the green line representing the potassium contacts is constant from the
beginning of the simulation, because that system had been equilibrated longer prior to
the simulation.
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Figure 16: Left: Ion number density graph along the z-axis for the 1M systems. Right: A
visual representation of the 1M Na

+
Cl

� system (a snapshot frame taken at time s 60ns

The density distribution graph (figure 16) shows that at 1M concentrations, the ef-
fective cation/anions concentration is equal in the case of the K

+
Cl

� system and there
are only slightly less freely diffusing cations in the Na

+
Cl

� system.
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Figure 17: Electric potentials accross all swap simulation systems. Dashed lines are the
0.2M systems and solid lines are the 1M systems.

A graph (figure 17) of the average potential against system heights, shows that the
achieved potential differences were close to to the values decided upon prior to the sim-
ulations. However, the graph also shows an undesirable effect, namely that the middle
compartment (previously denoted as ↵) on average was larger than the “boundary” com-
partment in the 1M simulations. A suggested reason for this was the movement of the
whole upper membrane with respect to the z axis in time.
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Figure 18: Centre of Mass (CoM) heights of channels (1=top, 2=bottom) with respect
to time for the 1M systems

Figure 19: Centre of Mass (CoM) heights of channels (1=top, 2=bottom) with respect
to time for the 0.2M systems

Figures 18 and 19 show the heights of the centre of mass of channels against time for
the 1M and 0.2M systems respectively. The graphs show that in all swap simulations,
the upper membrane was progressively pushed upwards. Since the net ion flux through
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both membranes is different, and each time an ion passes through a channel a water
molecule is swapped into one of the compartments. Over time the numbers of water
molecules in each compartment start to differ affecting each compartment’s volume and
effective concentration. This is most evident for the 1M systems, because they have
higher conductance rates. The harmonic potential restraining the heights of channels
failed and this problem should be addressed in the case of future simulations of similarly
setup systems. It can also be noticed that the sodium systems were shifted more than
the potassium systems. A resonable explanation for this is again the cation properties.
Since potassium interacts less with water it might make the whole solution more mobile
and allow an easier translocation of water through channels.
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+
Cl
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Finally, figure 20 shows the PMF landscape generated from the 1M Cs

+
Cl

� equi-
librium simulation. In agreement with previous results, the pore shows a selectivity for
anions (the energy barrier for anions is about 1k

b

T smaller) and a cation binding site can
be identified (well depth is about 1k

b

T ). The result suggests that the putative binding
site closer to the extracellular side of the porin is reasonable. This is because the crys-
tallographic experiments were performed at much lower temperatures (at about 80K),
than the molecular dynamics simulations (at 320K) abd the difference may result from
thermal fluctuations of the protein.
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Figure 21: 500 frame overlay of ion dsitri-
bution within a PorB monomer in the 1M
Cs

+
Cl

� equilibrium simulation . Anions are
red, cations are purple.

Additionally, an overlay (figure 21) of
500 frames of simulation was prepared to
visualize the ion distribution within a PorB
monomer. Seperate anion and cation path-
ways obtained are in agreement with the
previous result of Kutzner et al. [42].

On top of that, the number of ions
in contact < 3 Angstroms with the mem-
brane as a function of time had been gener-
ated for the single 1M Cs

+
Cl

� (figure 22).
Caesium showed a much lower attraction
to the membrane (about 40 contacts) than
either sodium or potassium (assuming that
the polarization of the membrane does
not affect the cation attraction the values
would be about 100 and 80 respectively
for a single system) . This suggests that
ceasium flux through porins (and general
mobility) might be higher when compared
with other cation salts at the same con-
centrations, but the ion parameters have
been only recently calculated and have not
been tested thoroughly yet, so no definite
statements can be made.

The initial decrease of caesium contact numbers with the membrane might cause
interest, but it is only an artifact due to a previous equilibration of the system with a
different cation (potassium).
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Figure 22: Number of cation contacts < 3 Angstroms with membrane for 1M systems.
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6 Conclusion

The ionic properties of a newly resolved atomic structure of PorB have been studied with
new ionic force field parameters. In agreement with previous findings, the porin showed
a preference for anions and a cation binding site has been identified. Electrophysiological
simulations led to the conclusion that that the direction of polarization of the membrane,
along with the orientation of the protein in the membrane plays an important role for
the ionic conductances measured. Systems simulated at lower ionic concentrations were
shown to yield less reliable results due to artificially small bulk ion concentrations.

Additionally, the specific ion type was found to play an important role on the be-
haviour of the whole system. Sodium cations were found to interact most strongly with
the membrane (and hence water) and as a result more sodium ions were demobilised by
the lipid membrane leading to smaller conductances measured. Potassium was found to
interact less strongly with the membrane, but the interaction of caesium was the weakest.
Additionally it had been suggested that the strength of interaction of a cation with water
affects the solution mobility, leading to lower diffusion rates not only of ions, but all the
molecules in the solution (including water).
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